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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE (USPTO) 
OFFICE ACTION (OFFICIAL LETTER) ABOUT APPLICANT'S TRADEMARK APPLICATION 

APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 77954696 

MARK: SWISS+TECH 

CORRESPONDENT ADDRESS: 
DANIEL J SMOLA 
D PETER HOCHBERG CO LPA 
1940 EAST 6TH STREET 6TH FLOOR 
CLEVELAND, OH 44114-2225 

APPLICANT: 	InterDesign, Inc. 

CORRESPONDENT'S REFERENCE/DOCKET 
NO: 

IN4789US (#9 
CORRESPONDENT E-MAIL ADDRESS: 

dphdocket@dpeterhoehberg.corn 

IMP 
CLICK HERE TO RESPOND TO 'IRIS LETTER: 
http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/teas/response  forms.jsp 

OFFICE ACTION 

ISSUE/MAILING DATE: 12/5/2011 
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THIS IS A FINAL ACTION. 

The referenced application is currently the subject of an appeal with the Trademark Trial and Appeal 
Board (Board). However, the Board has suspended action on the appeal and has remanded the 
application to the trademark examining attorney to consider specific facts or issues pertaining to the 
application. See 37 C.F.R. §2.142(d), (f); TMEP §1504.05. In this case, the Board has requested that 
the following issue(s) be considered: whether, under Trademark Act Section 2(a), the goods are, or are 
related to, the traditional products of the place named in the mark, or are an expansion of the traditional 
products of the place named in the mark. 

The trademark examining attorney has carefully reviewed applicant's request for remand. In the request 
for remand, applicant addresses the new issue by stating that the examiner has not established the goods 
are, or are related to, the traditional products of the place named in the mark, or are an expansion of the 
traditional products of the place named in the mark. However, this does not resolve the new issue 
because these arguments against the Section 2(a) refusal are not convincing. 

In addition, applicant's request for remand does not resolve the other issues in final status because 
applicant has merely provided arguments and analysis that were raised previously. Therefore, the 
Section 2(a) refusal made in the final Office action that issued on February 21, 2011, remains 
outstanding. 

Because applicant's request for remand does not resolve all outstanding refusals nor otherwise put the 
application in condition for publication or registration, the trademark examining attorney is holding all 
issues final, including the new issue raised in applicant's request for remand. See 37 C.F.R. §2.64(a)-
(b), 2.142(d); TMEP §715.04(b). 

The following issues are in final status: the refusal to register the mark under Trademark Section 2(a) 
because it is geographically deceptive. 

The Board has been notified to resume the appeal. See TMEP §715.04(b). 

Section 2(a) Refusal Is Maintained and Continues Fjthil  
too* 

Application Background 

The applicant applied on March 9, 2010, to register the mark SWISS+TECH, in standard characters, for 
use in connection with goods in International Class 8 based on use in commerce and on intent to use the 
mark. On July 6, 2010, the application was refused under Trademark Acts Sections 2(a) and 2(e)(3) as 
geographically deceptive and primarily geographically deceptively misdescriptive. Applicant was 
required to clarify the identification of goods and provide additional information about the mark and the 
goods. In a response filed on January 10, 2011, applicant submitted arguments against the refusals; 
provided information about the wording in the mark; submitted product information; and proposed 
amendments to the identification of goods. On February 21, 2011, the trademark examining attorney 
issued a final refusal under Section 2(a) and issued a final requirement to clarify the identification of 
goods. 

On July 18, 2011, the application was reassigned to the undersigned examining attorney. On August 14, 
2011, applicant appealed the final refusal and submitted a request for reconsideration of the final refusal 
in which it submitted arguments against the Section 2(a) refusal and proposed further amendments to the 
identification of goods. On September 13, 2011, the examining attorney denied the applicant's request 
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for reconsideration as to the Section 2(a) refusal. The examiner accepted applicant's amendments to the 
identification. The file was returned to the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board and the appeal 
proceedings resumed. 

On November 11, 2011, the applicant requested that the application be remanded to the examining 
attorney to introduce additional evidence into the record. The request was granted, and the application 
was remanded to the examiner on November 15, 2011. 

Applicant 's Arguments in Request for Remand 

The applicant contends that the denial of applicant's request for reconsideration presents a new issue in 
that it relies on the third part of the "materiality" test under Trademark Act Section 2(a), that is, whether 
the goods at issue are, are related to, or are an expansion of the traditional products of the place named 
in the mark. With regard to this issue, applicant has submitted arguments and evidence specifically 
addressing whether its goods are related to or are an expansion of the traditional products of 
Switzerland. 

Applicant's primary contention with regard to the evidence attached to the denial of the request for 
reconsideration is that none of the website shows devices that are the same as those of applicant. 
Applicant argues that, rather, all the goods shown are pocket knives or goods that look like pocketknives 
regardless of whether a blade is included. Applicant submits that its goods, on the other hand, are "not 
pocket knives but rather a unique combination of hand tools and electronic devices which are attachable 
as a single unit to key rings and are compact to fit comfortably in a person's pocket." Applicant's 
Request for Remand, p. 18. Applicant has submitted additional evidence in order to show that its goods 
are not pocketknives. 

These arguments are not convincing. To establish materiality, the evidence should show that (1) the 
place named in the mark is famous as a source of the goods at issue; (2) the goods in question are a 
principal product of the place named in the mark; or (3) the goods are, or are related to, the traditional 
products of the place named in the mark, or are an expansion of the traditional products of the place 
named in the mark. See CalifOrnia Innovations, 329 F.3d at 1340, 66 USPQ2d at 1857; In re Save 
Venice N.Y., Inc., 259 F.3d 1346, 1355, 59 USPQ2d 1778, 1784 (Fed. Cir. 2001); House of Windsor, 
221 USPQ at 57; TMEP §1210.05(c)(i). In this case, the record makes clear that Switzerland is famous 
as a source of multi-function pocket tools, whether they contain knives or not, and is also famous as a 
source of precision tools; precision tools and electronics are principal products of Switzerland; and 
applicant's goods are multi-function pocket tools, are related to pocket knives, and are an expansion of 
pocket knives and precision tools. Specifically, the evidence shows that traditional pocketknives from 
Switzerland have expanded into a wide array of multi-function tools, including those with electronic 
devices and a variety of precision tools. Thus, consumer's who encounter applicant's goods offered 
under the applied-for mark are likely to believe that the goods originate in Switzerland. Given the 
reputation of multi-function tools, precision tools, and electronics from Switzerland, this belief will be 
material to the consumer's purchasing decision. 

The applicant also argues that there is no evidence that its goods have been confused with Swiss-made 
goods and has attached a declaration of the CEO of applicant, attesting to his lack of awareness of any 
instance of anyone believing that the goods originate in Switzerland. However, the fact that applicant's 
CEO cannot document any actual instances of consumer's believing that its goods originate in 
Switzerland is of little probative value: applicant's CEO is not privy to what motivates the purchasing 
decisions of all of its customers. 

The applicant has noted that the examining attorney did not provide complete information about the 
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source of the evidence attached to the denial of the request for reconsideration. The examining attorney 
apologizes for any inconvenience to the applicant. The examining attorney now attaches current 
identical or similar versions of the evidence for which complete information was allegedly not provided, 
together with full electronic links and the dates that the websites were accessed. See the following: 

http://www.columbiagazetteenorg/main/ViewPlace/5/139471  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

Intp://www.state.gov/r/paiei/bgn/3431.htm  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.sears.com/shc/s/t_  10153_ 12605?tName=mu1ti-precision-
tools.litml&i cntr-1323129069339 (accessed Dec. 5,2011); 

http://www.opticsplanet.net/victorinox-brand.html  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.opticsplanet.net/wenger-brand.html  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http:/7www.swissmade.com/en/web/index.php?id-75  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissmade.com/95/precision  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissanny.comlus/category/Category/Flash-Collection/1001?  
f=category&v=1/100/1001&m=add&  

http://www.swissanny.comius/category/Category/Everyday/1002?   
f—category&v=1/100/1002&m=add& (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

blip ://www. swissarmy. corn/us/category/Category/Do-It-Yourself! 1004?  
f=category&v=1/100/1004&m=add& (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissarmy.comlus/product/Swiss-Army-Knives/Category/Do-It-
Yourself/SwissToo1/53800  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissarmy.comlus/product/Swiss-Army-Knives/Category/Do-It-
Yourself/RescueTool/53900  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissanny.conthis/product/Swiss -Anny-Knives/Category/Outdoor/BSA - Swiss-
Tooll54905  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissarmy. corn/us/category/Category/Sports  -Leisure/1007?  
f—category&v=1/100/1007&m=add& (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissanny.com/us/product/Swiss-Army-Knives/Category/Sports-
Leisure/Golffool/53962  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissanny.com/us/category/Categorv/Pocket-Tool-LED/1008?   
f=category&v=1/100/1008&m=add& (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissarmy.comlus/product/Swiss-Anny-Knives/Category/Everydav/CyberTool-
Lite/53969  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.swissarmy.com/us/category/Category/Victorinox-Tomo/1009?   
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f—category&v=1/100/1009&m=add& (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

htt • ://www.wen erna.comItitaniumline (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/1893-heritage-knife-16995  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.comigiant-knife-16999  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/evogrip  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengerna.com/ranger  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/evowood-swiss-army-knives  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

htt 	 ht-97-16925 (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengerna.com/do-it-yourself  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/toolchest-plus-16906  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/multitool-org-swissgrip-16954  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/sport  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.comlmatterhom-16994  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/evolution-biker-37  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/elite  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.com/ci   ar-cutter-with-scissors-16630 (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengerna.comimicro-tool-chest-16109  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.wengema.comlwhy-wenger  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.gizmag.com/victorinox-slim-flash/19267/  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.worldwide-usa.com/victorinoxflashilight16gbruby-p-124591.html  (accessed Dec. 5, 
2011); 

http://www.sportchalet.com/productloutdoor/knives+-+multi-tools/300494_3034572.do?   
sortby=priceDescend (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.cyclocamping.com/proddetaiLasp?  
rod=swissbit& dftrk= dfV21985 a 7c361 a_7c4535 a 7cswissbit (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.buffalogapoutfitters.com/storefrontprofiles/processfeed.aspx?   
sfid=110172&i=244211663&mpid=7349&dfid=1 (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.amazon.com/Victorinox-53933-Swiss-Army-I,Vhistle/dp/BOOOFNI22K  (accessed 
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Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.lindstromtools.com/index.htm  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.lindstromtools.com/tools.htm  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.lindstromtools.com/tools  tweezers.htm (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.pxtools.ch/ENG/standards-ranges.htm  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.pxtools.ch/ENG/know-how.litni  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.pbtools.us/process.html  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://pbtoolsus.thomasnet.com/sitemap  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.rue   e,g:,_c_11/profile_en (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.planetarypower.corn.au/inverters.htm  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011); 

http://www.freeenergyshop.eu/products/solar/solar-lighting-and-caravan-kits/solar-
lightingpower-kit/  (accessed Dec. 5, 2011). 

Evidence that is merely cumulative and is not significantly different from material previously submitted 
do not raise a new issue that requires the examining attorney to issue a new action. In re GTE Education 
Services, 34 USPQ2d 1478 (Commit-  Pats. 1994); TMEP §715.04(b). 

In view of the foregoing, the refusal under Section 2(a) because the mark is geographically deceptive is 
maintained and continues to be made final. 

/April A. Hesik/ 
Examining Attorney 
Law Office 113 
(571) 272-4735 
april.hesik@uspto.gov  

TO RESPOND TO THIS LETTER: Go to littp://www.uspto.govitrademarks/teaslresponse formsjsp.  Please 
wait 48-72 hours from the issue/mailing date before using TEAS, to allow for necessary system updates 
of the application. For technical assistance with online forms, e-mail TEASAuspto.goy. For questions 
about the Office action itself, please contact the assigned trademark examining attorney. E-mail 
communications will not be accepted as responses to Office actions; therefore, do not respond to 
this Office action by e-mail. 

All informal e-mail communications relevant to this application will be placed in the official 
application record. 
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WHO MUST SIGN THE RESPONSE: It must be personally signed by an individual applicant 
or someone with legal authority to bind an applicant (i.e., a corporate officer, a general partner, all joint 
applicants). If an applicant is represented by an attorney, the attorney must sign the response. 

PERIODICALLY CHECK THE STATUS OF THE APPLICATION: To ensure that applicant 
does not miss crucial deadlines or official notices, check the status of the application every three to four 
months using Trademark Applications and Registrations Retrieval (TARR) at http://tan.uspto.gov/. 
Please keep a copy of the complete TARR screen. If TARR shows no change for more than six 

months, call 1-800-786-9199. For more information on checking status, see 
http://www.uspto.gov/trademarks/process/status/.  

TO UPDATE CORRESPONDENCE/E-MAIL ADDRESS: Use the YEAS form at 
htt ://www.us 	gov/teas/e'IEASpageE.htm. 
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Background Note: Switzerland 

Officidl Nary 	vitiss Confederation Country Profiles 

Select a Country or Other Area 

PROFILE 

Geography 

Area 41,280 sq. 0m I  5,941 sq rim.), about the size ofVeirriont and New Hampshire 

combined. 

Cities: C9pit,•4--Bern (population about 123,000) Ortiek ogles-Zurich (359,000). Geneva 

(180,000), Basel (164,000), Lausanne (119,000). 

Terrain' 40% mountains, the remainder hills and plateau. OwiDedand straddles the centrai 

ranges of the Alps. 

Climate: Temperate, varying with altitude and season. 

People 

Nationality Noon and adjacbve-Svoss (singular and plural). 

Population (year-end 2009): 7,0 million. 

Ethnic groups: Mined European. 

Religions: Roman Catholic 42%, Protestant 33%, Muslim 4.3%, others 54%, no religion 11%. 

Language's. German 63.7%, French 20.4%, Italian 5' 5%, Romansch 0.5%, other 9.4%. 

Education. Years co mpursory--9 Attandance--100%. Literecy--100%. 

Health intent rnortaNy ate--3.90 ,000 Lire e.kipecraociyk-rnen 79.4 yrs., women 84.2 yrs 

Work force (4 0 million in second quarter 201 UT AokalMe and toe&V- 4 0% indus... ,3, an,d 

co.ortictran-- 23.5%. S€nr'ices sector and goved nrnento- 72 5%. 

Government 

Type. Federal state. 

Independence' The first Swiss Confederation was founded in August 1291 as a defensive 

alliance among three cantons. The Swiss Confederation established independence from the 

Holy Roman Empire in 1499. 

Constitution' 1848: extensively amended in 1074; fully revised in 2000. 

Branches: Exeifutive-Federal Council, a collegium of seven members, headed by a rotating 1-

S/ear presidency Leg/is/a/fee-Federal Assembly (bicameral: Council of States, 46 members, 

National Council, 200 members). Judiciak-Federal Tribunal. 

Administrative subdivisions: 26 cantons (states) with considerable autonomy. 

Political parties' Swiss People's Party (BOP), Social Democratic Party (00), Free Democratic 

Party (FOP), Christian Democratic Party (CVP), and several smaller parties representing 

localities or views from extreme left to extreme right. 

Suffrage: In federal matters, universal over 18. 

Economy 

GDP (2010): $475.8 billion (495.8 billion Swiss francs [CHF)). 

Government expenses (in l'3DP%, 2008): 38 3% (federal, cantonal, and local). 

Annual growth rate (2010): 2 6%. 

Unemployment (March 2011)104% 

Per capita income (2010051). 506,367. 

Avg, inflation rate: 0.7% (20101: 1 1% (201I est.). 

Natural resources. Water power, timber, salt. 

Agriculture (1% of COPY Prociects-dairy (21%). livestock (25%), grains (4%), fruit and wine 

(10%), and vegetables (14%). Arable land (1999)-26%. 

Industry lest 29% of Ck- Or) Typeo-machinety, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, time pieces, 

precision instruments, textiles and clothing, pigment, transportation equipment, 

Flarvices 170% of GDp). 

kier climb= Zweier: toe Mountr. ne,ir 	;;, 
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tobacco (455; +8V -  metal and chemical industries (44%; (.10%); precision instruments (15%, 

.18%); watches 	.27%), machinery and electronics (22%; .12%); clothing (1.5%; -355) 

.itgat(or markets—Er, ()oiled States, Canada, CIS, India, Brazil, Japan. Mercfrancrtse imports 

(2010)-9176 billion (official exchange rate): consumer goods (30%); equipment (19%), energy 

(7.1%); raw materials (28%). Ma;cg supphero-- EU, U.S., Canada, CIS, South Africa. 

Exchange rate (March 20111: 01 U.S.= 0.9191 CHF or SFr. 

PEOPLE 

Switzerland sits at the crossroads of several major European cultures, which have heavil 

influenced the country's languages and cultural practices Switzerland has four official 

languages—German, French, Italian, and Romansch (based on Latin and spoken by a small 

minority in the Canton Oraubunden). The German spoken in predominantly a Swiss dialect, but 

newspapers and some media broadcasts use High German. Many Swiss speak more than 

one language. English is widely spoken, especially among the university educated. 

More than 70% of the population lives in the central plain, which stretches between the Alps and 

the Jura Mountains and horn Generrra in the southwest to the Rhine River and Lake Constance 

in the nertheast. 

According to the Swiss Federal Office of Statistics, the population in Switzerland was 7,785,806 

at bear-end 2009 (up from 7,701,900 in 2008), of which 22% were resident foreigners and 

temporary foreign workers. The majority of this growth was attributable to net immigration, 

largely from the European Union IC/U) . Roughly 60% of the foreigners residing in Switzerland 

are from European Union member countries, while another 30% are from non-ETI European 

countries. Almost all Swiss are literate Switzerland's 12 universities enrolled 131,524 students 

in the academic year of 2010-2011, of which roughly one-third were foreigners. In addition, 

another 75,035 persons were studying at technical colleges and 7,743 were in other forms of 

higher education (e 9, specialized training academies). About 30% of the population aged 25-

34 holds a diploma of higher learning. In the 2009-2010 academic year, 592 US. students 

were enrolled in Swiss universities. 

Switzerland consistently ranks high on quality of life indices, including per capita income, 

computer and Internet usage, insurance coverage, and quality of available health care. For 

these and many other reasons, it serves as an excellent test market for businesses hoping to 

introduce new products into Europe. 

HISTORY 

Originally inhabited by the Helvetians, or Helvetic Celts, the territory cur 'pricing modem 

Switzerland carne under Roman rule during the Gallic warn in the lot century BC and remained 

a Roman province until the 4th century AD. Under Roman influence, the population reached a 

high level of civilization and enjoyed a flourishing commerce. Important Cities, such as Geneva, 

Basel, and Zurich, were linked by military roads that also served as trade arteries between 

Rome and the northern tribes 

Alter the decline of the Roman Empire, Switzerland was invaded by r3ermanic tribes from the 

north and west. Some tribes, such as the Alernanni ri central and northeastern Switzerland, 

and the Burgundians, who ruled yvestern Switzerland, settled there. In 800, the country became 

part of Charlernagne's empire. It later passed under the dominion ofthe Holy Roman emperors 

in the form of small ecclesiastic and temporal holdings subject to imperial sovereignty. 

With the opening of a new important north-south trade route across the Alps in the early 13th 

century, the Empire's rulers began to attach more importance to the remote Swiss mountain 

valleys, which were granted some degree of autonomy under direct imperial rule. Fearful of the 

popular disturbances flaring up following the death of the Holy Rornan Emperor in 1201, the 

ruling families from Uri, Schwycz, and Untenmaiden signed a charter to keep public peace and 

pledging mutual support in upholding autonomous administrative and judicial rule. The 

annivernEICY of the charter's signature (August 1, 1291) today is celebrated as Switzerland's 

nlational Day. 

Between 1315 and 1308 the Swiss Confederates inflicted three crushing defeats on the 

Hansburgs, whose aspiration to regional dominion clashed with Swiss self-determination. 

During that period, five other localities (cantons in modern-day parlance) joined the original 

three in the Swiss Confederation. Buoyed by their feats, the Sins Confederates continuously 

expanded their borders by military means and gained formal independence from the Holy 

Roman Empire in 1499 Routed by the French and Venetians near Milan in 1510, they 

renounced expansionist policies. By then the Swiss Confederation had become a union of 13 

localities with a regularly convening diet administering the subject territories. Swiss 

mercenaries continued for centuries to serve in other armies; the Swiss inuarcl of the Pope is a 

vestige of this tradition. 

The Reformation led to a division between the Protestant followers of Zwingli and Calvin in the 

German and French parts of the country respectively, and the Catholics. Despite 2 centuries of 

civil strife, the common interest in the joint subject territories kept the Swiss Confederation from 

falling apart The traffic in mercenaries as well as the alienation between the predominantly 

Protestant Swiss and their Catholic neighbors kept the Swiss Confederation out of the wars of 

the European powers, which formally recognized Swiss. neutrality in the Treaty of Westphalia in 

1640. The Swiss remained neutral during the War of the First Coalition against revolutionary 

France, hut Napoleon, nonetheless, invaded and annexed much of the country 10 1797-90, 

replacing the loose confederatron with a centrally governed unitary state. 

The Congress of- Vienna in 1015 re-established the old confederation of sovereign states and 

enshrined Switzerland's status of permanent armed neutrality in international law. In 1040, after 

a brief civil war between Protestant liberals seekrng a centralized national state and (Tatholic 

cronsentatives clinging to the old order, the rnajorit; 01Swiss Cantons opted for a Federal State, 



liberties and made far-reaching provisions to maintain cantonal autonomy to placate Me 

vanquished Cat- 	ainority. The Swiss amended their Constitution extensively in 1874. 

establishing fed, 	vsponsibility for defense, trade, and legal matters, as well as introducing 

direct democracy by popular referendum. To this day, cantonal autonomy and referendum 

democracy remain trademarks of the Swiss polity. 

Switzerland industrialized rapidly during the 19th century and by 1850 had become the second 

most industrialized country in Europe alter Great Britain. During World War I serious tension 

developed between the r-..e.rman, French, and Italian-speaking parts of the country, and 

Switzerland came close to violating its neutrality,  but managed to stay out of hostilities. Labor 

unrest culminating in a general strike in 1918 marked the interwar period. but in 1937 

employers and the largest trade union concluded a formal agreement to settle disputes 

peacefully, which governs workplace relations to the present day During World War II, 

Switzerland came under heaw pressure from the fascist powers, which after the fall of France 

in 1940 completely surrounded the country. Some political and econornic leaders displayed a 

mood of appeasement, but a combination of tactical accommodation and demonstrative 

readiness to defend the country helped Switzerland survive unscathed. 

The Cold War entranced the role of neutral Switzerland and offered the country ,  a way out of its 

diplomatic isolation afterWorld War It Economically, Switzerland integrated itself into the 

American-led Western postwar older, but it remained reluctant to enter supranational bodies. 

Switzerland did not for many decades or the United Nations, even though Geneva became 

host to the UN's Ellropean headquarters, and the country played an active role in many of the 

UN's specialized agencies. Switzerland also remained aloof in the face of European integration 

efforts,),vaiting until 1963 to join the Council of Europe. It still remains outside the European 

Union. Instead, Svetzerland in 1960 helped form the European Free Trade Area, which did not 

stove for political union. Following the Cold War, Switzerland joined the Dretton Woods 

institutions in 1992 and finally became a member of the United Nations in 2002 

GOVERNMENT 

Switzerland is a federal state composeci 01 28 cantons (20 are "full" cantons and six"halr 

cantons for pur -poses of representation in the federal le,gislature) that retort attributes of 

sovereignty, such as fiscal autonomy and the right to manage internal cantonal affairs. Under 

the 2000 Constitution, cantons hold all powers not specifically delegated to the federation 

Swieriand's federal institutions are: 

• A bicameral legislature -the Fe.deral Assembly, 

• A collegial executive of seven menffiers—the Federal Council; and 

• A judiciary consisting of a regular court in Lausanne-The Federal Tribunal —and special 

military and administrative courts. The Federal Insurance Tribunal is an independent 

di-vision of the Federal Tribunal that handles social security questions, its seat is in 

Lucerne. The Federal Criminal Court, located in Dellinzona, is the court of first instance for 

all criminal Gases under federal jurisdiction. 

The Constitution provides for separation of the three branches of government. 

The Federal Assetnbly is the primary seat of power, although in practice the executive branch 

Fan been increasing its power at the expense of the legislative branch The Federal Assembly 

has two,  houses--the Council of States and the National Council. These two houses have erpJal 

powers in all respects, including the right to introduce legislation. Legislation cannot be vetoed 

by the executive nor reviewed for constitutionality by the judiciary, but all laws (except the budget) 

can be reviewed by popular referendum before taking effect The 45 members of the Council of 

States (two from each cantor, and one from each half canton) are directly elected in each canton 

by Irrajorlty veting The 20n members of the National Council are directly elected In each canton 

under a system of proportional representation Members of both houses serve for 4 years. 

Tire Federal Assembly meets quarterr r 3-week plenary sessions. The parliamentary 

committees ofthe two houses, which are often key in shaping legislation, meet behind dosed 

doors, but both majority and minority positrons are presented during the plenary sessions. The 

Federal Assembly is a militia parliament, and members cornmonly retain their traditional 

professions, Individual members of parliament have no personal start 

The Assembly can be legally dissolved only after the adoption of a popular initiative calling for a 

complete revision of the Constitution. All citizens 18 or older have the right to vote and nJn for 

office in national, cantonal, and communal elections unless individually disqualified by the 

relevant legislature. 

A strong emphasis on ballot votes arises out of the traditional SWiSS belief that the will of the 

people is the final national authority Every constitutional amendment adopted by parliament is 

automatically brought to the harlot and has to carry a double majority of -votes and cantons in 

order to become effective The voters themselves rnay actively seek changes to the Constitution 

by means of the popular initiative: 100.000 voters may with their signatures request a national 

vote on a proposed constitutional amendment. New federal legislation also is subject to 

popular review, under the so-called referendum: 50,000 signatures suffice to call a ballot vote 

on any federal law adopted by parliament. The Assembly can declare an act to be toe urgent to 

allow time for popular consideration, but this is rare At any rate, an act passed urgently must 

have a time limit arid is later subject to the samb cons.titutional provisions on popular review as 

other legislation. 

The top executive body is the seven-member cabinet called the Federal Council. The Federal 

Assembly individually elects the seven Federal Councilors in a joint session of both houses at 

the opening of 0 new legislature. Federal Councilors are elected tor 4-year terms, there are no 

term limits and no provision to recall the cabinet or individual members dunes the legislature. 

Each year, the Federal Assembly elects from among the seven Federal Councilors a president 

and 0108 president, following the principle of seniority. Tire member who is vice president one 



Federal Assembly chooses and supervises the cabinet, the latter has gradually assumed a 

preeminent role 	'ecting the legislative process as well as executing federal laws. 

Under an arrangernent between the four majca parties called the "magic formula' which was 

introduced in 1959 but ended in December 2003, two Federal Councilors (ministers) were 

elected each from the Christian Democrats, the Social Democrats, and the Free Democrats 

and one from the Swiss People's Party. Starting in 2004, the party compiosition °fine cabinet 

changed as a consequence of parliamentary election results and other political factors. The 

current party composition of the cabinet no two Social Democrats, two Free Democrats, one 

Christian Democrat, one representative of the Conservative Democratic Party, and one 

representative of the Swiss People's Party. 

The Constitution requires that Federal Councilors act collectively in all matters, not as individual 

ministers or as representatives of their parties. Each Councilor heads one of seven federal 

departments and is responsible for preparing legislation pertaining to matters under its 

jurisdiction. The president, who remainsv responsible for the department he or she heads, has 

limited prerogatives and is first among equals. 

The administration of justice is primarily a cantonal function. The Federal Tribunal is limited in 

its jurisdiction. Its principal function is to hear appeals of cbiil and criminal cases. It also hears 

complaints of violations of the constitutional rights of citizens and has authorityto review 

cantonal court decisions involving federal law as well as certain administrative rulings of 

federal departments However, it has no power to reviewfederal legislation for constitutionality 

The Tribunal's 30 full-time and 30 part-time judges are elected by the Federal Assembly for 6- 

year terms. The Federal Criminal Court is the court of first instance for criminal cases involving 

organized and white-collar crime, money laundering, and corruption, which are under federal 

jurisdiction. The Court's 11 judges are elected by the Federal Assembly for 0-year terms. 

The cantons regulate local government. The basic unit of local government, which administers 

; village, town, or city, is the commune or municipality. Citizenship is derived from membership 

in a commune and can be conferred on non -Swiss by a commune. Cantons are subordinate to 

federal authority but keep autonomy in implementing federal law. 

Principal Government Officials 

Federal Council (Swiss Cabinet) 

Tlome .Afrairs--Didier Burkhalter (Free Democrat) 

Finance--Eveline Widrner-Schkimpf- T9ce President (Conservative Democratic Party) 

Foreign Affairs--Micheline Canny-Rey - President (Social Democrat) 

Justice and Police--Simonetia Sornmaruga (Social Democrat) 

Defense, Civil Protection and Spoils—Heti Maurer (Swiss People's Party) 

Economic Affairs--Johann Schneider-Ammann (Free Democrat) 

Transport, Communications and Energy--Dons Leuthard (Christian Democrat) 

Federal ChancelloreCorina Casanova (ex officio) 

Ambassador to the United States--Manuel Sager 

Switerland maintains an embassy in the United States at 2900 Cathedral Avenue NW, 

Washington, DC 20000. Consulates General are in Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, 

and San Francisco. Consulates are in Boston, BiTrfalo, Charlotte, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, 

Detroit, Tionolulu, Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Las Vegas, Miami, Minneapolis, New 

Oklanorna City, Orlando, Philadelphia, Phoenix, Pittsburg, Salt Lake City, San Juan, 

and Seattle. 

POLITICAL CONDITIONS 

Switzerland has a stable government and a diverse society Quadrennial national elections 

typically produce only marginal changes in party representation. In recent years, Switzerland 

has seen a gradual shift in the party landscape. The rightist Swiss People's Party (SAM), 

traditionally the junior partner in the four-party coalition government, almost tripled its snare of 

the popular vote born 11% in '1057 to 22.5% in 1090, to 25.6% in 2003, and finally to 20% in 

October 2007, thus overtaking its three major rivals In the 2007 parliamentary elections, the 

SVP picked up art additienal sevem seats in the 200-seat National Council (lower house). This 

brought the SVP to 62 seats total The Greens gained more than 2 percentage points and 

seven seats in the National Council, bringing their total shares to 9.6% and 20 respectively. 

They also for the first time gained seats in the Council of States (upper house) The Christian 

Democratic Party (C:VP) booked modest gains of 0.2% and three seats, for a total of 14 5% and 

31 seats in the National Council. This baited a downward trend that had cost the CVP a seat on 

the Federal Council to the SVP in 2003. The FDP lost 1 7% and five seats in the National 

Council, dropping to 15.6% of the votetship and 31 seats in the National Council. Total voter 

tumout was 48%, again of 2.8% overthe 2003 elections. 

On December 12, 2007, the center-left parliamentary caucuses refused to re-elect the SVP's 

Christoph Blocher (then-Justice Minister) to the Federal Council, and instead elected Eveline 

Widmer-Schlumpf, a SVP cantonal minister from Graubunden. As a result Eveline Widmer-

Schlurnpf was excluded from the SVP parliamentary caucus and joined instead the 

Conservative Democratic Party (ODE). On December 10, 2000, SVP 	Maurer was elected to 

the Federal Council and replaced former Federal Councilor Samuel Schmid (CDP) as defense 

minister Following the retirement of Federal Councilors Hans-Rudolf Merz and Moritz 

Leuenberger, a mid-term election in September 2010 resulted in two new Federal Cour) ors 

(Johann Schneider-fireman and Simonetta Sommaruga) and a reshuffling of the Federal 

Council. 

The Constitution limits federal influence in the formulation of domestic policy and emphasizes 

the roles of private enterprise and cantonal government. However, the Confederation has been 

compelled to enlarge to policymaking powers in recent years to cope 'with national problems 



ECONOMY 

Despite a dearth p. ,,atural resources, Switertancl is one of the world's most advanced and 

prosperous nations Per capita income is among the highest in the world, as are wages Trade 

h ,as been the key to prosperity In Switeriand The country is dependent upon export markets to 

generate incotne while dependent upon imports for raw materials and to expand the range of 

goods and services available in the country. Switrerland has liberal investment and trade 

policies, with the exception of agriculture, and a conservative fiscal policy. The Swiss legal 

system is highly developed; commercial taw is well defined, and solid laws and policies protect 

investments. The Swiss franc is one of the world's soundest currencies, and the country is 

known for its high standard of banking and financial services. Switzerland is a member of a 

number of international economic organizations, including the World Trade Organization (WTO), 

the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD). 

The Swiss economy increased by 2,6% in 2010; its growth is expected to slow to 2% in 2011 as 

a result of various factors such as an appreciating Swiss franc. Howe,ver, doe to the successful 

government debt reduction (imposed by the smcalled debt brake), Switerlend is not expected 

to be impacted by strict austerity measures imposed in other areas of Europe. Switzerland led 

Inc rankings of the World Economic Forum's Global Compeffitveness Report 2010-2011, 

reflecting the country's sound institutional environment, excellent infrastructure, efficient 

markets, competent macroeconomic management, 'world-class educational attainment, and 

high-, levels of technological innovation, which boost Switzerland's competitiveness in the global 

economy The country has a well-developed infrastructure for scientific research. Companies 

spend generously on research and development (R&D), and intelletrtual property protection is 

strong. Business activity benefits from a wetddeveloped institutional framework, characterized 

by the rule of law, an efficient judicial system, and high levels of transparency and accountability 

within public institutions. Higher ethic shun and training are rapidly growing in importance as 

engines of productivity growth. 

Being a nation that depends upon exports for economic growth, and due to the fact that it is so 

closely linked to the economies of Western Europe and the United States, Switerland's 

economic growth mirrors slowdowns and growth spurts experienced in these countries. During 

most of the 1990s, the Swiss economy was Western Europe's weakest, with annual GDP 

growth averaging 0% between 1991 and 1997, Beginning in late 1997, the economy steadily 

gained momentum until peaking in 2000 with 3% growth in real terms, The economy returned 

to lackluster growth duhng 2001-2003, but began growing at or above potential since 2004-- 

2.5% per annum—until the recent global economic crisis, which impacted Switerland's growth. 

The year 2008 was marked by a worsening of the financial crisis and the beginning of its 

spread to the economy as a whole. The growth of economic activity thus slowed down 

compared to previous years, but remained nevertheless positive (.1.E%). Long-run economic 

growth is predicated on structural reforms. In order to maximize its economic potential, 

Switzerland will need to push through difficult agrarian and competition policy reforms. 

The economic upsyving had some positive impact on the labor market, which has begun to 

fade due to the impact of the global financial crisis Unemployment decreased from 4 1% in 

December 2003 to 1 5% in 2007, butwas at 3.4% in March 2011. One-fourth of the country's full 

-time workers are unionized. In general, labor/management relations are good, mostly 

characterized by a willingness on both sides to settle disputes by negotiations rather than by 

labor action 

Tourism, banking, engineering, and insurance are significant sectors of the economy and 

heavily influence the country's economic policies Swiss trading companies have unique 

marketing expertise in many parts of the world, including Eastern Europe, the Far East, Africa, 

and the Middle East Not only does Switerland have a highly developed tourism infrastructure 

(making do good market for tourism-related equipment and services), the Swiss also are 

intrepid travelers. Per capita, more Swiss visit the United States ever/year than from any other 

country. In 2010, about 391,000 Swiss citizens came to the United States as tourists Tourism 

is the roost important 13  Si export to Switzerland. 

The Swiss economy earns roughly half of its corporate earnings from the export industry, The 

EU is Switertancl's largest trading partner (59% of exports and 75% of imports in 2010), and 

economic and trade barriers between them are minirnal. After more than 4 years of 

negotiations, an agreernerd known as the 'Bilaterals r covering seven sectors (research, public 

procurement, technical barriers to trade, agriculture, civil aviation, land transport, and the free 

movement of persons) entered into force on June 1, 2002. Swierlend has solar attempted to 

mitigate possible adverse effects of non-membership by conforming many slits regulations, 

standards, arid practices to Ett directives and norms. Full access to the Swiss marker for the 

original 15 EU member states entered into force in June 2004, ending as a result the "national 

I reference". The Swiss agreed to extend these preferences to the 10 new EU members,  on 

September 25, 2005, with restrictions remaining until 2011.A referendum was held in February 

2009 on the Bilaterals' I and the extension of the free movement of persons to Romania and 

Bulgaria. 

The Swiss Government embarked in July 2001 on a second round of bilateral negotiations with 

the Phi known as "Bilaterals Ir. Talks focused on customs fraud, environment, statistics, trade 

in processed agricultural goods, media, the taxation of savings, and policeriudicial cooperation 

(dubbed the Schengen-Dublin accords). Amid a fierce political debate over the essence of 

Swiss-EU relations and populist warnings against EV 'workers and criminals entering 

Switerland, the Schengen-Dublin package Was approved on June 5, 2005 by 54.6% of Swiss 

voters and entered into force on December 12, 2008. Fears of cheap labor corning from new 

ELI member states have prompted the government to provide for tripartite surveillance 

cornrnittees to ensure that decent wages ale enforced ThP Swiss federal government remains 

deeply divided over EU membership ant, long-term goal, and in a March 2001 referendum 
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nevertheless expressed interest in reaching a third layer of bilateral agreements that would 

involve energy, if 	lileo satellite navigation system, health, and agriculture. But recent harsh 

criticism by the L 	Jan Commission against preferential cantorred toe treatment for foreign 

holdings cooled the poet cal climate with the EU. 

The government also agreed on June 25, 2008 to propose an amendment of the Federal Law 

on Technical Barriers to Trade to perrnit implementation eithe EU"Cassis-de-Dijon" principle. 

Parliament adopted this provision and it entered into force on July 1, 2010. As adopted, all Eli 

products can be imported into Switerland without meeting the burdensome Swiss certification 

and Swiss languages requirements. Given that retail prices in Switerlancf are frequently 20%- 

30% higher than in the EU, the Swiss Government believes that domestic prices could drop by 

10% i(ELI products could be imported through strearnlined Swiss procedures, butthere are no 

official figures yet available showingiyvhether such 0 decrease of prices has actually taken 

place. 

The government has reaffirmed its wish to strengthen ties with other, non-EU trading partners 

in Asia and America. Exploratory talks on a Free Trade Agreement between the U.S. and 

Switerland failed to results negotiations, due to Swiss problems with free trade in agriculture, 

but the two sides did agree to a new framework for economic, trade, and investment 

discussions. This agreement resulted in the Swiss-U.S. Trade and Investment Cooperation 

Forum (the "Forum") and is currently assessing areas where the two governments could 

facilitate greater trade arid investment flows. 

In 2010, Elwiterland ranked 16th among the main L1.8. export destinations, and 21st as a 

source of imports. The United States is the second-largest importer (9.15%) of Swiss goods 

after Germany (19.55%). In addition, the United States is the largest foreign investor in 

Switerlancl, and conversely, the largest single destination of Swiss foreign investment. Ills 

estimated that 300,000 American jobs depend on more than $165 billion in Swiss investments 

in the United States. 

DEFENSE 

Switerland has a militia army. The armed forces have a small nucleus of about 4,200 

professional staff, half of whom are either instructors or staff officers, with the remainder mostly 

being facility guards. The army has virtually no full-time active combat units but is capable 0(1011 

mobilization within 72 home. Women may volunteer to serve in the armed foices and may now 

join all iinits, including combat troops; currently 1,050 women are active-duty members of the 

Swiss military. 

The major military transformations, connected to the "Army XXI" prograrn initiated in 2004, are 

still in progress. The "Development Stage 08(11," the program concerning reforms for 2008-

251 I , was approved by parliament in 2007. The general strategy is a reduction of the size of the 

military while maintaining a high quality of knowledge arid equipment standards. 

Switzerland has been a Partnership for Peace (Pr?) member since 2006, Switzerland has 220 

military personnel deployed in support of i<F0P. peace-keeping operations in KOSOVO 

FOREIGN RELATIONS 

On September (0,20b2, Switedand became atoll member or the United Nations. 8 iterland 

had previously Peen involved as partyito the Statute of the International Court of Justice and 

member Of most UN specialized agencies, as well as the International Atomic Energy Agency 

Switzerland has long participated in many IJN activities, including the Economic Commission 

for Europe, UN Environment Program, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees, UN 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, UN Conference for Trade and Development, 

UN Industrial Development Organization, and the Universal Postal Union (iJFU) Prior to its 

formal accession, Switzerland had maintained a permanent observer mission at UN 

Headquarters since 1040. 

Switzerland also is a member of the following international organizations: World Trade 

Organization, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, European Free Trade 

Association, Bank for International Settlements, Council of Europe, and Organization for 

Secunty and Cooperation in Europe lOOSE) ri 1092, Swiss voters approved membership in 

the Bretton Woods organizations but later that ,,iear miected the European Economic Area 

agreement, which the government viewed as a first step toward EU membership. Switzerland 

also is an active participant in the major nonproliferation and export control regirnes. 

The Swiss Constitution declares the preservation of Switzerland's independence and welfare 

as the supreme obiective of Swiss foreign policy Below this overarching goal, the Constitution 

sets five specific foreign policy objectives: fudher the peaceful coexistence of nations; promote 

respect for human rights, democracy, and the rule of law, promote Swiss economic interests 

abroad; alleviate need and poverty' in the world, and the preservation of natural resources. 

Traditionally, Switzerland has -avoided alliances that might entail military, political, or direct 

economic action, but in recent years the Swiss have broadene,d the scope of activities in which 

they feel able to participate without compromising their neutrality Swiss voters first rejected UN 

membership by a 3-to-1 margin in 1986 but in March 2002 adopted it, albelt in a very close 

election, making Switerland the first countn/to join the UN based on a popular referendum 

decision In similar fashion, the electorate rejected a government proposition to deploy Swiss 

troops as IJN peacekeepers (Blue Helmets) in 1994, but Switerland joined NATO's 

Partnership for Peace and the Ours-Atlantic Partnership Council in 1996 and 1997, respectively, 

and deployed Yellow Berets to supporlthe OSOE in Bosnia In June 20701, Swiss voters 

approved 11 ,3W legislation providing for the deployment of armed Swiss troops (or international 

peacekeeping missions under UN or OSCE auspices as well as closer international 

cooperation in military training. 

Switzerland maintains diplornatic relations cots almost all countries and historically has served 
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Switzerland has re , reseritecil3 S. interests in Iran In 2003, Switzerland agreed to represent 

Russia in Geon Hell as Georgia in Russia. Switzerland played a key role in mediating an 

agreement stone, it October 2009 in Zurich, to provide a framework for the normalization of 

relations between Armenia and Turkey. 

Switzerland (mainly Geneva) is home to many international governmental and 

nongovernmental organizations, including the International Committee of the Red Cross 

(whose fag is essentially the Swiss nag with colors reversed—the Red Cross historically being 

a Swiss organization). One or the first international organizations, the Universal Postal Union, is 

located in Bern. 

Under a series of treaties concluded after 'World War I, Switzerland assumed some 

responsibilities for the diplomatic and consular representation of Liechtenstein, the protection 

of its borders, and the regulation of its customs 

U.S.-SWISS RELATIONS 

Switzerland is a democratic country subscribing to the fundamental ideals with which the 

United States also is identified The country is politically stable with a fundamentally strong 

economy. It has played an increasingly important role in supporting the spre.ad of democratic 

institutions and values worldwide, as well as providing humanitarian relief and economic 

development assistance. U.S. policy toward Switzerland takes these factors into account and 

endeavors to cooperate with Switerland to the e.Ftent consistent with Swiss neutrality. 

Cooperation under the U.S.-Swiss Joint Economic Commission (JEC) has invigorated bilateral 

ties by recording achievements in a number of areas, including consultations on anti-money 

laundering efforts, counterterrorism, and pharmaceutical regulatory cooperation; an e-

government conference; and the re-establishiment of the ho bright student/cultural exchange 

program. 

The United States and Switzerland signed three now agreements in 2005, creating 

mechanisms that, in addition to the JEC, deepen our co ■operation and improve our relationship: 

the Enhanced Political Cooperation Framework, the Trade and Investment Cooperation Forum, 

and the revised Operative Working Arrangement on Law Enforcement Cooperation on 

Countertettoristm The centerpiece of the Enhanced Political Cooperation Framework is an 

annual senior-level meeting, the Joint Working Group (11 11(G). 

The first official U.S.-Swiss consular relations were established in the late 18205. Diplomatic 

relations were established in 1653. The U.S. ambassador to Switzerland is also accredited to 

the Principality of Liechtenstein. 

Principal U.S. Officials 

Ambassador—Botiald S. Beyer 

Deputy Chief of Mission—Susan Elbow 

PoliticalfEconomic Counselor—Richard Norris 

Comthercial Officer—Donald Businger 

Consul General—Edward Birsner 

Management Officer—Matthew Shields 

Regional Security Officer—Peter Shepherd 

Public Affairs Officer Alexander Daniels 

Defense Attache—Philip R. Thieler 

Legal Attache—Daniel Boyd 

Drug EnforcementAdministration—Joe Kipp 

Department of Homeland Security Attache—Michael McCool 

ThettS. I.--:itilfitssy in Switzerland is at Sulgeneckstrasse 19, 3007 Bern, tel (41) (31) 357-7011. 

The U.S. Mission to the European Office of the United Natibria arid other International 

Organizations is in Geneva at Route de Pregny 11, 1292 Charmbesy, tel (41) (22)749-4111 

The U.S. Mission to the WTO is in Geneva at Avenue de la Part; 1-:3, 1202 Geneva, let (41) (22) 

749-4111. the U.S. Delegation, to the Conference on Disarmament (CD) is in Geneva at Route 

de Pregny 11, 1292 Charnbesy, tel (41) (22) 749-4407. America Centers and Consular 

Agencies are also maintained in Zurich and Geneva. 

TRAVEL AND BUSINESS INFORMA [ION 

Travel Alerts, Travel Warnings, Trip Registration 

The U.S. Department of State's. Consular Information Program advises Americans traveling and 

residing abroad through Country Specific Information, Travel Alerts, and Travel Warnings. 

Country Specific Information exists for all countries and includes infcarnation on entry and exit 

requirements, currency regulations, health conditions, safety and security, crime, political 

disturbances, and the addresses of the LI S. embassies and consulates abroad. Travel Alerts 

are issued to disseminate information quickly about terrorist threats and other relatively 'short-

term conditions overseas that pose significant risks to the security of American travelers. Travel 

Warnings ar - e issued 'when the State Department recommends that Americans avoid travel to a 

certain country because the situation is dangerous or unstable. 

Fri the latest security information, Americans living and traveling abroad should regularly 

monitor the Department's Bureau of Consular Affairs Internet web site attAttKiltravel.state.rtov, 

where current Worldwide Caution, rrinzet Alerts, and TravetWarnings cart be found The 

travel state govwebsite also includes information about passports, tips for planninq a safe trip 

abroad and mote More travel-related information also is available at 

littlyffwww.usa.grfv)Citizen ft Opietitrierveblnlei tidneinitslitml 

The Departments Smart Traveler app for U.S. travelers going abroad 

vovicies easy access to the frequently updated official country information, 

travel alerts, travel warnings, maps, U.S. embassy locations, and more that 
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keep track of arrival and depot/tire dates and make notes about upcoming 

hips. The app is • 	uatible with iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad (requires i09 4.0 or later). 

The Department o..,Late encourage? all U.S. citizens traveling or residing abroad to register via 

the State Department's 'travel registration website or at the nearest U S. embassy or 

consulate abroad (a link to the registration page is also available through the Smart Traveler 

app) Registration will make your presence and whereabouts known in case it is necessary to 

contact you in an emergency arid will enable you to receive up-to-date information on security 

conditions 

Emergency information concerning Americans traveling abroad may be obtained by callmg 1-

202-407-4747 toll free in the U.S. and Canada or the regulartoli line 1-202-501-4444 for callers 

othiside tne, U S and Canada 

Passports 

The National Passport hirleroratron Coirlor (NPIC) is the U.S. Department of Stales 

centralized public contact center for U.S. passport information. Telephone.1-877-4-USA-PPT (1 

-877-487-2770); TDDiTTO 1-088-574-7703, Passport information is available 24 hours, 7 days 

a week. " ■`ou may speak with a representative Monday-Friday, Sam 	10 p.m., Eastern Time, 

or 	federal holidays 

Health Into' oration 

Travelers can check the latest health information with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention in Atlanta, Georgia. A hotline at 800-CDC-INFO (800-232-4036) and a web site at 

htiptilwominsitic.govitiavelfdefaiiltiaspx give the most recent health advisories, immunization 

recommendations or requirements, and advice 00 7004 and di nking water safety for regions 

and countries. The CDT publication "Health Information or International Travel" cart be found at 

htip://wwwn.eilc.gervitravelitontentYellowDook.asrix. 

More Electronic Information 

Department of State Web Site Available on the Internet at littp:OlArww.state.,gov, the 

Department of State web site provides timely, global access to official U.S. foreign policy 

information, including more Itackgr Mind Notes, the Department's daily press briefings along 

wan the directory of key officers of Foreign Service posts and more. The Overseas Security' 

Advisory Council 10-SAC) provides security information and regional news that impact U.S. 

companies working abroad through) its website littlit7www..esac.goy 

EYherlitylar pi pyrites a portal 10 011 export-related ass stance and market information offered by 

the federal geveintnent and provides trade leads, free export counseling, help with the export 

process, and more 

Mobile Sources, Background Notes are available on mobile devices at 

http:Clinistate.govirmi3b1182.htin, or use the OR rode below. 

In addition, a mobile version of the Department's littp:Ilsiiinvw.stato.gov website is available at 

tiltp:iiinistate.gov, or use the OR code loelow Included on thos site are Top Stories, remarks 

and speeches by Secretary Clinton, Daily Press Briefings, Country Information, and more. 
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Vii °rim., i..,tootirriet; 	 Victorious< lirociticit I ines 

Victorinox is the original creator of the Swiss Army Knife with over 100 models of precision, 

functionality and quality. Victorinox SWIS5 Ann Knives were invented by Karl Elsener, In 1891, Karl 

Elsener received the first contract to supply Eiviitzerland's Army with a Soldier's knife. Several years 

VICTORINOX .later, the SWir5F Officer's Knife was registered. Since then, they have become overwhelmingly well-

known for pocket knives, pocket tools and multi tools in rnore than 100 countries. From the original Swiss Army knives to the top 

selloig Victorinox MultiTuul they are the top manufacturer for the roost invaluable companion ever created. This brand has also 

expanded her products from EvyisiciC 	,ILvi 5,iisth.s.s ....A .olly_kojN....os.ceA.5iq.rig, 	 y.kAptimm 
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iiptilss are also available on our site. We also offer the newest in the Victorinox Swiss Army line of products, the yjciturlusix, USE 
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rhialtd.5. 

- Translations into Russian, Chinese,  
Japitirese„,  Korean.  Frar_rsaitsetc 

Schweizer Kunden: Bestellen Sie alle Artikel mit einer Portopauschale von 8.- (Shop 
berechnet z.T. enders). Auch gegen Nachnahme. Rabatt z.T. moglich. E-Mail  

Visit our other big shop OVI,TIOtiiTIME C trl 

th: 	 d sorretime to ;low or oven unreoeheb , o, in5 beoiko,ierk to s,,jt,h to the n,irror 

[In Swiss t tialhi ink & loner: swiss- alq SiteLoCk 
ink.com 	 LJ SECURE 

The brilliant PEAChrianauctb. 	VMS** Doe OS  

Swissmade.c 	:: Quality 
products of Switzerland 

• LA're 2943 



St_l_P_Ir I Brands I Cart Check Out I FAO & Help I Login I About I Links I Home 

SWISSMADE.COM  

• Naturality 

w Punctuality 

• Spirit of Invention 

• Mountain State 

• Down To Earth 

Precision 

ViCiorinCA - Swios Ai m) 
knife (23) 

n Pubis - Fine Instruments 

(7) 

IN Kern - SrnIhng &terrines 

kern 
compass set RA 113K (0) 

• Intro - Sharpener Standard 
10cm (0) 

Istor - Sharpeners 
Professional 13cm (2) 

I Felcs (2) 

• MEGA Switzerland (10) 

Logitech (0) 

Exclusivity  

Precision 

"Swiss Made" machines and tools are known to be well engineered. Quality standards are high. 
Only the most reputable and precise brands find their way into our shop. The innovative thinking 
and meticulous precision are key characteristics of these machines, knives and watches. 

Top Products In Precision: 
(to view all products select a category in lefthand navigation) 

Victorinox - ALTIMETER 
Victorinox Altimeter 1.3705.AT (image #1) 1. 
148.50 USD 
Mc details >  

Victorinox - Swistool X 
SwissTool X: 3.0327 Weight: 280 gram Length: 115 mm Width 34 mm 
Thickness 15 mm Come... 
156.20 USD 
L'I.J.21/2 

Victorirms SwissChamp XAVT 
SwissChamp XAVT Philips screwdriver (cross), fine screwdriver, screwdriver 
(2 mm), corkscrew, ball... 
423.55 USD 
riAbre details  

Your Shopping Cart 

Your 	 oty at the morneot 

USD v 

Newsletter: 

5 

We accept: 

VI 

PayPal 
S vicroua NOX 

cos 	
• • 

Felco 2 - Pruning shear - Classic 
FELCO 2 Appreciated by professional pruners for its strength. Handles with 
rubber shock ab... 
93.50 USD 

, 

Logitech Internet Chat Headset 
Add style to your PC. The Internet Chat Headset has it all at a great price: 
rich stereo sound, 
68.20 USD 

• c... 	,•-•L  

Recta - Compasses 
DP 2- VICTORINOX Art No.4.3050 The typical compass by Recta 2011: 
Only available in field-gr... 
82.50 USD 
Nlore details 

Victorinox . SwissChamp XLT 
The biggest Swiss army knife with 50 features, for collectors Nr. 1.6795.XLT 
1. large W... 
220.00 USD 

details >  

Victorinox V  swissbit. Swissmemory 512 MB Knife 
512 MB USE flash memory knife with blade, nailfile/screwdriver, scissors, 
pen, red LED light in... 
148.50 USD 

Buy Swiss  geatin  ink & toner: swiss 	siteLock 
ink.com 	 LI SECURE 

The brilliant  PEACH products  

Swissinacle.com  :: Quality 
products of Switzerland 

ti Like 	2,948 
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Review 	 0 60,60e, 	 ReVie, 	 4 Review 
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Solvainide tracztufent f,27) 

Size in inch: 

r 	• 

Mictorigmr. Slim Doo2x 64 .0.0 Victoringx_Slimegli 	Viclerinox Slim  16GB 	Vicloritiox Shin 32013 

404:1 (14 553° 	 Moir Price 747.1 	 'Dour Price (92 93 	 '(41 1110 71:99 

Peas., 	 FROVIt," 	 1,1Reve,w 
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SWISS ARMY KNIVES 
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Flash Collection 	 1541 

Veauralfax 	 (12) 

Victorinox Sian 	 (24) 

Vicfannox Secure 	 (6) 

Preseritaiion Master 	 (EA 

EverrirJay 	 (.101) 

Docepotive 	 (30) 

DoCDr(ourself 	 (27) 

nka)) 	 (74ri 
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Pocaet coi LED 	 C21) 
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Parts &Accessones 	 (68) 

Compare Up to 3 items 	 COMPARE 17.7; 

Victorinox Shot 16013 	Victorinox Stun 32013 	Victorinox Slim 4GB 	Victoritiox Slim DUO 

Moor Price: $a2..g9 	 Con Price S177.99 	 Your Price: 640.99 	 (loot Price 5522 99 

Revie, 

n Comore r jaIl 	 r çciais 	 r .:moare  

WHIMS,/ Rr. 

0 
Victeilimx Slitn_OGD 	Victgromx_Slim2MQ.O 	Victorinox Slim 326E3 	Victorinox Slim 4GD 

'. 	Pr 'Dour 	ir e: (9e7 99 	 'Warr Price' $92,a9 	 Your Fo 	317 73.99 	 7001 	ise (45  

Handle Color: 

Price Range : 

r 

0 

Compare Up to Items 

(5) 

511) Ii) 

r 00425u (n) 

r $2504407 (10) 

*400-9550 (7;■ 

Sign up for News, Deals and More! Enter Email Address 	Go 	 61 Victorinox • Makers of Me Original Swiss Army Knife 

News I About Its I Contact Us I Customer Support Teints And Safety I Privacy Policy 
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,.22) 
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Collections 
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AmIsassador 	 Bantam 

$311[[.) 

Cyber Tool Ede Cadet, Alex  

'Cr ) 	$I= [20 [ur Prce 116.00 	 Your Prvc,[. $13.7, CD 

u:r P:u 	0154' 
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r- 

11,0,010 Color: 
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• ow; Plue 
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• pir,k ■:0) 
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• 'E 00, 

**** I 	 ***** [ 

r 

Color Curler, Also 	 (IronIc 'rh 	 .c.;05 .51[c.,Mo. p.c 	 (1000,0 1,010 IrIqol 

riP 	 51. 1 	 Pt,e -  $27 ,[[[([ 

***** 
F 	orr 	 F !;.clriEtr—±, 

classic so 	 Classic SD. Pink (arno 	Classic St). Urn Cross 8, 	Classic SD Sr. Pattvs 

Handle Material 	 0 	 Silktd 

" 	 yourPtl.:e -  $ [L.! [..[U 	 [["0[■ r-  1.[[[[:[c.: $22 00 
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SWISS ARMY KNIVES 
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Category 

Fiaoll ()Dile fion 	 (54) 

Eveo,clay 	 dirt) 

Executive 	 C30) 

Do-11-Yourself 	 f27) 

Onrfdoor 	 (74) 

Boo reroeuts of ,I3rnolicrAfr 	re) 

Soorte .3..Leooure 	 (243 

Pocket Tool IrED 	 (22; 

I,j,rtonnor•Toir0 	 ra) 

Pears & Acce.r.00ries 	 13o3) 

Collections 

F efsoion IorrIlves 	 (3) 

.2:3A0 o.2 3 ,2- SI dEf 	 (2) 

r2rms.e. oo I)" 

Oolflool 

Locktrlories 	 (27) 

Silver Ted) 	 (4) 

Narrow By. 

Blade -type: 

• to 311, 

Handle Color: 

111 Block (5) 

• Cori.sIt Hue (1) 

• 
•

Orryv (2) 

Red ft 7) 

1.1 Ruhy (9) 

BI sapphire ,332 

• Siroef re) 

Handle Mato ial 	 0 

Pocket Pal 	 Ambassador 	 Cal darn 	 CvberTool 29  

FL: Por e. $10.00 	 VGut PtiCe 131.00 	 Orow Force'. $16.00 	 You' 

(orrica,t 	 rp,e 	Coo-T.3,e 	 r .2,tnoar  

cylkar Fool 33 	 Cyber 1 -  get Lite 	 cadetox 	 Cigar Cutter,Alox 

Youl PlOP $112 00 	 P we $143 130 	 Your Pv.,.= $34.30 	 Your Pries' 031511 

***** 1 Revi,, 	***** 1 Review 	 0 Review 	 0 Revie, 

cor1100 	 r r3of05rer. 	 .:227,au-2,re 

r 011iflItlIrri 4: 

✓ frolished r2I) 

✓ Polvairkide tt.-ir2lucoot 1,4) 

Size in inch: 

• 35 {3) 

II r 3.2 

• 3 3 ri-r) 

✓ -3 6 0) 

Cbassic, Alms 

Your rti e. 1222 00 

Classic ...WO Omer 

Your Frio: $152150 

■LorrIpare 

EN.O.C.ALVY.D. 

rorn Pr-c9.: $41 .00 

0 Revie, 

Manager. 

vow' PriCe. 02.1)0 

***** 1 Rev[ev2 

Price Ramie : 

Compare up to 3 items 	 COMPA Oc  
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Category 
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001; 

(30) 

I DoltYourself 	 (27) 

Outdoor 	 ,:74) 

Hoy Scouts of .Vr)e.licat'S., 	(6) 

431.y.it  S Letsure 	 (S4) 

Pc303)1 Toil LED 	 i22) 

04.)41 (Or Tot)) 0 

Parts S , ,,cce-4.3()riP24.) 	 (63) 

II I: 	Please ,3elest 

Compare Up to 3 items r: 	 COMPARE LI 

1 12 of 27 P,od,4ctsVie.v)pl 

I 2 31.1t 4 0 

Handle Color: 

Blade Type: 

r  
r- 	te.11[ to 	)141) 

SWISsTooi 2.) 

Handle Material 	 0 

-11dor ne414410) 

Size in inch: 

1---  
r- 
✓ 4 	) 

• 4 4 ■.2) 

r 4 (5) 

r 

Seattert 	 SwmssCharnip 

YOU tI to 024 00 	 Vour P ;1( e 5$2.50 

 tLr,00 *** 
r 	 r- r 

Mechanic 

'Your Pri4e $44 50 

RescueTool  

'en4u: 	044.0$1 	 Tour $3,)e. 104 

r Cor 	 

Mechanic 

SV/iSSTool ,"  

You, Prue: $103.00 

Swiss TooP" Spirit Plus 

Price Range: 	 0 

Compare Up to 3 ilems 	 COMPARE 
r or 

44.4111 12 of 31 Finn to View All 

12 ? Next° 
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5 	rot E syhoir  

Create Ai - 0001 	Log In I Shopping Call(0) 

Customer Suppol I Store Locator I CORPORATE GIFTS 

SWISS ARMY KNIVES 	CUTLERY 	TIMEPIECES 	TRAVEL GEAR 	FASHION 	FRAGRANCES Fnter Search Terrn 

patter 7.7 Print submit question oi; er nao  

Swiss Fool",  Spirit X SwissIoulre Spirit 

Plus 

ALT ERNAliVES 

SwissTool. Spirit 

RATINGS AND REVIEWS 

Ern the first to web reor 

DETAILS 	TOOLS 	SPECIFICATIONS 	WARRANTY 	SUPPORT 

A lighter addItion to the Swiss Tool Family, the Sdirviss Tool Spirit has all 

the great implements available in standard models, but weighs only 5 334 

OT The stainless steel implements carry a lifetime warrant, -  against 

defects in materials and wottimanshin and are durable enough to handle 
Intinedual sptinrio hold Other tools in place so you can 

0:5 one tool at a lime, and all implements can no opened from tbe 

odIsid•- of the handle without opening the pliers 

Go Enter Email Address Sign up for News, Deals and Morel ftwoctorinox- Makers of the Original Swiss Arrnryl<nife 

Category Do-F-yourself = Sorts TocC" 

MUM 

FOLLOW US 

News I About Us I Contact Us I Customer Support I Terms And Safety I Privacy Policy 

SWISSTOOI Tm  

Your Price $103.00 
	 Pe lter the hoot cot co  

Item Number. firrir300 

The pocket sized tool 0), 

Wede sorry, this item is not available attnis time Please contact Customer Sunpod 

to ,  information en avdilanilitir 
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buts, Seatch Term 

Category Do-It-Yourself Peactie rocil 

submit a question 	email this page V. Mint 

Rescue Tool 

Your Price $94.50 

hem Number. 55900 

The real helper in on ernergenc - s developed in 
collaboration with resrine sewins. 

(to. 

Write the first review 

1 	rY 

 

Add to Cart 

   

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE 	EXPLORE VICTORINOX 	ACCESSORIES DrAns 	TOOLS 	SPECIFICATIONS 	WARRANTY 	SUPPORT 

or; ue Too' Yoa:—.1riveloped in collaboration with tire and rescue 

isms ma'cfry.. furctionul tool for rescue operatione. The fine-

r-Tim] blade r an boo pened quickly and easily, even while wearing gloves, 

a id suitable for right or lett handed users. In addition, the Re -  cue Tool 

contains. a seat belt cuter and removable window breaker and r or sa 

ttarried rehire chirp Year 2007 by the 000 arid came; a lifetime reciriiiinty. 

.evailable inn Yellow and ErlacL 10 Chefs Knife 

your -  Puc e :$47.09 
Infantry Vintage 

Chronograph 

Yreta Price 1700 90 

Vertical-Zip Laptop 

Backpack 

ruISRP:$90 

li`ciir Price . 00000 

Sale Price bOg 09 

RATINGS AND REVIEWS 

•:ie firsi to write a review 
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Add to Cart 

BSA- Swiss Tool 

VOW Price SM7.00 

kern Number 5450 

The pocketysizee toolbeff 

Steak knife 
Your Price ID ID 

Standard Backpack 

1S2DP:549,99 

hour Prim *44410 

Sale Pipe: 529 59 

The ultimate tool at home or in the Outdoors, the Swiss Tool is In a league, 

VIP:. own The 27 stainless steel implements Cam' a lifetime warrantr .  

against defects in materials and workmanship, and includes a nylon belt 

pouch for easy service at your side Individual springs hold other tools in 

place so you ran :access one tool at a time, and all implements can be 

opened dom tne outside of the handle without operond the idlers. 'This 

item also fealuies ins Boy Sr outs: ofikmenrarti)Lego 

-Not for use Lis ger SOn :3 under the age fir thrrteen years 

Go Enter Email Address Sign up for News, Deals and More! CraVictorinoz- Makers of the Original Swiss Army Knife 
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RATINGS AND REVIEWS 
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Handle Color: 
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r r...)sionLikt 

Cangier 
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****4 2 
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Electrician 

• • '• 1.11 00 	 Vow Prii,e. 10001 

**** 1 Review 
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Sports & Leisme 	 (34) 
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Port: 	 (6a) 

Collections 
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. 16 	 Ii 

Narrow By: 
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F—  Compare  
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Add to Cart 

The mosthavo accessm no r el what vow Qol 

handicap 

Your Price 560.00 

1 zj 

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE 	EXPLORE VICTORINOX 	ACCESSORIES DETAILS 	TOOLS 	SPECIFICATIONS 	WARRANTY 	SUPPORT 

Forel Dahl be caught On the course withoutyour Swiss Army Golf Moil It 

sontains everything a golfer needs for a day on The links and then some 

As with ad Svoss Army Knives, the Golf Tool carries a lifetime warranty, 

stainless steel implements and unmatched quality and fumtionalito 

Available in Ruby, Sapphire & Black. 

Maverick GS 

Cour PM, 047000 

r Chers Knife 

Your Price • 042 40 
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Victorinox Multi-Tool S.Beat MP3 Digital Media Player 2 Gb. Flash based player and storage 
device. Standard high speed USB plug. Fully featured remote control with two earphone jacks 
and hold switch.Three line high contrast backlit reverse LCD. Stereo FM radio with recording 

capability. Digital voice recorder. 6+1 equalizer modes. Integrated rechargeable lithium 
polymer battery. Supports digitalaudio MP3,VVindows VVMA Format and OGG Vorbis. Includes 

high quality earphones, adjustable arm strapfor jogging, line-in cable, belt clip, USB 
extension cable, and utility CD. 3" overall length. Silver and black body. Also Includes blade, 

scissors and nail file with cleaner 2 Gb storage capacity. 
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Knife 	 Fran( e  

$32.95 	 $17.95 
Add to Cart 	 Add to Cart 
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Sags & Storage 
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Cases & Storage 
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Victorinox S's icy Army 
Classic Pocket Knife by 
victorinox 

.. 	(307) 	 i 	(102) 	 . 	(82) 

1.'7.34 	 517.99 	 517,25 

Victor n 	: Swiss Arrny Victorinox Swiss Army Victonnox Swis,s Arm' Victonnox Minicharnp 

Tinkor and Classic Knife Climti ,r It Pocket Knife by SwissChamp XAVT by 91.5.55 Army Knife by 

Combo by Victorinox Victorinox Victorinox victorinox 

$223.96 

Victorinox Swiss Army 
Executive Muititool Knife 
by victorinox 

	

(37) 	 • • i• (83) 

	

525.07 - 545.20 	 522.42 - 592.60 

't-i5 iiirei ,itures 

• Whistle Red Accessory 

• Accessory 

'luny Deals Week 

Sports & Outdoors Athletic a Cartricor Clothing 	Bikes 8 Scootets 	Boating S ranter Syorw 	kOviciss 	ie 	- Fan 	 Gott 	Outdoor Recreation 	Shoes 	ream Sports 	Sales it  Deals 

Victorinox Swiss Army Whistle 
by Victorincei  

••• (3 reatoro01 reoies,)  i 	Like 	0) 

Currently unavailable. 
We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. 

I II) till Sour SSC iritri..iirsae nit $vfftss Army Knive, o..1 , fultitooks 
For a limited time, save an additional $10 at checkout on your $50 purchase of select Swiss 
Army knives and multitools  sold by Amazon.com . Choose from more than 100 styles and 
get FREE Super Saver Shipping and Amazon Prime on qualifying orders. aligiip_Jacibi., 

Currently unavailable. 
We don't know when or if this item 

will be back in stock. 

Add to Wish LAI 

Share  Lc W. c-j 

See lam mace 

Sham yogi ash ce  
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Vic.torinox SPASS Army  

Swiss Army Watches  0 
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y 	inlet ; 	in 1 hese Sponsored Links (What's thia?) 

- Full line of Victorinox Swiss Army knives. Engraving. Free shipping 	 www.swIssknifeshop.com/Victorinox  

New Victorinox Swiss Army Watches View Our Swiss Made Perfection Now! www.gideonsjewelry.com/SwissArrny  

From SO% Off Swiss Army Closeouts. Huge Discounts Plus Free Shipping! 	wwywswissoutpdst.com  
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000.  

The Swiss Army Small Pocket Whistle Tools are very elegant and can be easily carried in your pocket personal organizer or purse. These tools are extremely robust and lightweight. 

Victorinox guarantees all multi-tools to be of first-class stainless steel and provides a lifetime guarantee against any defects in material and workmanship 

Length: 68 mmn 
Handles Cellidor 

Design Features. 

• 1 Blade 
• 2 Nail File with 
• 3 - Screw Driver 
• 4 Scissors 
• S. Key Ring 
• 6 Tweezers 
• 7 Whistle 

prodtict 

Shipping Weight: 0.9 ounces 

Shipping: Currently, item can be shipped only within the U.S. 

ASIN: 4000FNI22K 

Item model number: 53933 

Average Customer Review: 	 customer reviews) 

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #347,102 in Sports S Outdoors (See Top 100 in Snorts 2 Outdoors) 

Would you like to give feedback On images  or tell us about a lower price? 

Prodki 	Ad 	 WcbSitt (avheei• thir7) 



Share your thoughts with .other customers: 

Create your .own review 

THE 2012 RAPA OUTDOORSMANThc 
— The mark of a serious hunter — 

P Only search this product's reviews 
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3 Reviews 

5 star : 	 (2) 	 Average Customer Review 
- • 	(3 customer reviews) 

, 

(1) 

MA,,t {--001/00 ■ (14 ,t 	 fStsvi,res , , 

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful: 

Safety!, June 13, 2007 

By Curl?  (Yemassee, SC USA) - See all my reviews  

eirnic o 	Victorinox Swiss Army Whistle (Sports) 

This fall, my daughter will be attending college in a relatively large city. The college has a good safety force, but still, 
assaults have occurred on campus. While I have preached the importance of not trying to use the small knife to 

defend herself, I have also stressed the importance of walking with this in your hand and whistling it as loudly and as 
often as she can while screaming for help. The scissors, etc, will I am sure come in handy as well, especially the nail 
file. But nothing beats knowing she has the whistle to call fr help if she needs it. 

	

find tin. naiad Isalpfssl raianiva, 	 Report abuse 	Perrnalinl,  

Was this review helpful to you? Yet 	No , 	 Comment  

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful: 

Love This Whistle Knife and Use It Daily, October 9, 2008 

By AloriaLS  (Hayward, CA United States) - See all my reviews  
via WO OF 

revr,v, 	 Victorinox Swiss Army Whistle (Sports) 

I got this knife six months ago and popped it onto my key chain where it has stayed all that time. All the blades work 
as advertised, and the whistle is easy to use. I love the small compact size, it's just the right size for my key chain. 

nein °than tsa tonna, find Idea nioat helpful rel./MeV., 	 Ru+ort abu5e 	Perrnelint,  

Was this review helpful to you? , Yes ,11 No 	 csffnirlarat 

2 of 4 people found the following review helpful: 

Cheaply Manufactured, June 17, 2009 

By tatirell MacI eon  - See all my reV11,,5  

(What's this?) 

Victorinox Swiss Army Whistle (Sports ) 

It's a great idea but poorly executed. The whistle portion lasted less than six months when it fell off. It was on my 
key chain, and I think the knocking against the metal keys was too much for the cheap plastic. Suggest they return 

to the drawing board. 

Help affair cuss:annum,  liwithe roost halpful review ., 	 Report abuse. Perm elink.  

Comment (1) 

Share your thoughts with other customers: 	cyeake your (TOM IMV1P',Si 

See all 3 customer reviews...  
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Click on a tag to find related items, discussions, and people. 

Check the boxes next to the tags you consider relevant or enter your own tags in the field below. 

. 	 Agree with these tags? 

, 	swiss army knife 	 , , vii torinou,  ii 

Your tags s 	 Add 
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What's this?, 

Instant Delivery: E-mail a gift card 
suggesting this item 

Flexible Gifting Choices: They can choose 
this, or pick from millions of other items. 

cif t Started  VVe tYl1 talt yOUr eGift 

      

ook or Simiktr items 	 1 ,  
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If you need help or have a question for Customer Service, contact us. 

Would you like to give feedback on images or tell us about a lower price? 
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About Liodstroro 

> News 

> Cutters 

> Pliers 

> Tweezers 

> Screwdrivers 

> Torque Screwdrivers 

> Special Tools 

> Ergonomics 

Moods 

Where to buy 

> Where to find us 

> Contact us 

Tools 

Lindstrom has developed and produced high-precision 
tools since 1856 - making us the oldest continuous 
producer of handtools in existence today, From our 
large assortment of benchmark cutters and pliers to 
our Swiss-made precision tweezers, state-of-the-art 
screwdrivers and torque screwdrivers, we will fulfill the 

advanced needs of the professional user. 

For information about our wide range of tools please 
pick the tool category of your choice. 



LINDSTROM 
PRECISION TOOL'S 

> Dome 

About Lindstrom 

Took 

• Cutters 

> Assortment 

Screwdrivers 

> Torque Screwdrivers 

> Special Tools 

Ergonomics 

Downloads 

> Where to buy 

Where to find us 

> Contact us 

Tweezers 

Lindstrom Tweezers - the Ultimate in 
Performance and Precision 

Although tweezers are produced in many 

countries, firms with years of assembly 
experience turn to Swiss-made tweezers in order 

to be assured of the highest precision and 

consistent uniform n quality, 

Swiss-made Lindstrom tweezers offer perfect 

balance, tip alignment and symmetry as well as 

a wide variety of materials and designs to meet 

the most sophisticated and demanding 

requirements. 

In addition to general assembly, our product line 

includes models specifically designed for SMDs, 

ESD-sensitive areas, and medical and laboratory 

applications as well,  

Please browse through the Assortment section 

for our complete range of Tweezers! 



Standard ranges 

PXTOOLS SA 
teal December 15th 

Home 	Solutions Products.... Quotes - Orders 	Our company 	DX Group 	Contact 

A diversified range of precision 

Download the 2011 catalogue 

To discover the whole program and the new dropped prices! 

Specialized in 	 tools, PX Tools also offers a complete program of high-quality standard products, like: 

• Center drills and drills (NC center drills, twist drills, drills to preset precious stones...) 

• Roamers and boring tools 

• End mills (end mills, ball nose end mills, roughing end mills...) 

• Micro-mills (short micro end mills, ball nose micro end mills, precision "TORX" micro end mills...) 

• Chamfering and engraving tools (CNC 8 fold tools, deburring and chamfering mills, engraving tools...) 

• Whirling tools (upsetting taps, whirling mills, threadmills...) 

• Collets and accessories (TGSYJP collets, nuts...) 

• Mandrels, colletholders, toolholders... 

Read more 

>>> Made-to-measure. tools 

>>> Download 

A IIMGROUP c.rnpanv General Sales Conditions 
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PKTOOLS SA 

HOME' 	Solutions Products 	Quotes - Orders 	Our company 	P>, Group 	ConLsct 

A diversified range of precision 
tools 

You need made-to-measure tools? 

More than a wide nge 	 liruci, PX Tools offers to you its expertise in special carbide or HSS tools: 

• Special or stepped drills 

• Form or stepped end mills 

• Slitting saws 

• Threading tools (whirling tools, taps, thread mills...) 

• Special inserts (shaped, form...) 

• Insert holders 

• Constant profile tools 

• Wearing parts (pins, rods...) 

• Punches (Tore, regular sides...) 

And also 

• Collet chucks (Eft HSKNC/E) 

• Shrink fit chucks (HSK) 

• Grinding wheels 

Read more 

>>> Download 

>>> Standard range3 

A PMGROUP Company 	 General ,:atel, COndltOt. 

Made-to-measure tools 



Know-how 

•lap 

PXTOOLS SA 

Horne SOution$'...:, Products 	Quotes - Orders 	Our company 	PX Group 

A well-known expertise 
dedicated to the customer 

It was not by chance that PX Tools was established nearly 60 years ago in the heart of La Chaux-de-Fonds, the cradle of 

the Swiss micro-mechanical industry. 

Specialized in the manufacture of made-to-measure cutting tools, its geographical position enables the firm to dedicate 

its 	to numerous actors of the region by being reactively and efficiently close to its customers. 

It alone encompasses one of the most extensive ranges of skills in its field. The know-how, experience and dexterity of 

its specialized staff, associated with a mixture of the most recent CNC machines and manual machines now no longer to 

be found, enable it to come up with ..•• . to the most varied problems. 

This unique expertise makes PX Tools one of the references in the very tight circle of precision toolmakers. 

Read more 

>>> Made-ta-meaanie toxin 

>>> Standard tools 

>>> Facilities 

PXGROUP compan y Sa lve Culdltior, 

A 
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Work with the best. 

fitt 2010 KeyDisc Holder 	 716 

416.  
design awa,t1 

Dome Abraa 'fools Quality New, Downloads Connuict Links 

Needcc CCOCrIegS 
Order °Be here. 

()The PB Swiss Tools Process: 
100% Swiss-Made Tools 

• The raw material source is a spring steel which has been developed Into 
the PD special alloy after decades ofjoint research with the steel works. 
This PD special steel combines high coefficients of hardness with excellent 
toughness and elastic qualities, 

• One condition for the manufacture of a first-class tool is a high coefficient of 
hardness which minimizes wear and tear. If a tool is overstressed it should 
neither shatter nor should brittle fracture occur without warning. Elastic 
deformation of a PD blade will warn the user if the tool Is about to break. 

The Ph Special Alloy I The PB Internal Production I The PB Quality Controls I The Pe Handle 
The PO Finish I The Automated Ph Tool Manufacture I Serial Numbers I The PB Heat Treatment 

The PB special alloy... 

• The toughness of the used material determines and restricts the permissible toughness which is around 55-57 
HRC for an average screwdriver. 

• PB screwdrivers, made from special spring steel, on the other hand have a hardness coefficient of 56- 60 HOC 
thanks to the excellent toughness and elastic qualities. 

• Special heat-treatment and strict quality controls guarantee cOnstantvalUes piece by piece. 

back to top 

The PB internal production... 

• The production of all PP tools in the Wasen and Sumiswald factories 
guarantees the well-known, uniform Pe quality. 

• All the piece parts of the non-recoiling hammer, with the exception of the 
hammer handle, are manufactured in our own factories. 

• Even the Inserts, made from a tough special nylon, and the disks which are 
filled into the centre piece are produced entirely in our factories. 

• The recoil cushioning principle, by means of disks - a PG development-
ensure thatthe short, compact form of the normal hammer with synthetic 
inserts is maintained. 

• The centre piece of the non recoiling PB hammer consists of an exceptionally robust steel construction with a large 
wall thickness when compared, for example, with hammers filled with pellets, 

• The Introduction of highly developed automatic production equipment and industrial robots plays a decisive role in 
the manufacture of PB quality at a reasonable price, 

hackle top 

The PB quality controls... 

• The path to high and uniform quality begins with the delivery of the raw 
material. Every delivery of steel is thoroughly examined in our mechanical 
control room and in our own metallographic laboratory. 

• The manufacturing process is checked periodically and conscientiously. 
As the PO tools are totally produced in the factory each step in production 
can he monitored and any faults can be corrected Immediately. Extensive 
automation prevents deviations in uniformity. 

    

• To remove even the last faulty piece, which cannot be avoided, all the PD tools from bit to chisel - are checked once 
more, piece by piece, for material or manufacturing faults before they are finally packed. 

• In this way each Pe tool, which has not become unusable through misuse or natural wear and tear, can be 
guaranteed. 

back to top 

The PB handle... 

• The PD handle consists of Cellulose Acetate-Butyrate (CAB), a modified natural 
•wiwriet nrav tore cvnthotir rr‘tgari21 rnmhieoc thA falinwinn tharactotitirs tn 
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o agreeable to touch 
o good gripping qualities 
o extremely impact-resistant 
o insensitive to stress cracks 
o oil and fuel-resistant 
o resistant to tropical conditions 
o transparent (exception: multicraft) 

Together with the PB handle design, conforming to Swiss Standards VSM and 
proven over the last decades, this material constitutes the basis for a tool handle 
which cannot be bettered. 

• The "multicrafff handle has been developed from the PD handle achieving exceptionally high hand torque. 
• The roughened surface and the larger than normal external diameter increase the transfer of force and ensure high 

torque even when the hands are oily. 
• The synthetic material, used for all PB handles does not contain cadmium. 

back tO top 

The PB finish... 

• pEl hexagon wrenches have, owing to the PB special steel, hardness 
coefficients which are far exceeding normal hardness, yet they are still 
exceptionally tough. 

• The measurement of the PS hexagon wrenches corresponds with Swiss 
Standard VSM, which specifies longer handle dimensions than the DIN or 
ISO standards. This results in a tool which is easier to one as the handle 
length tits in the hand more comfortably, 

• The edges ofthe PlEi hexagon wrenches are easily chamfered so that the tools can be introduced into the hexagonal 
recess of the socket screws without any problem 

• The PB hexagon wrenches with ball point are perfectly round. This facilitates the largest rake angle without the tool 
slipping out of the screw recess. 

• From 1.5 mm across fiats all P9 hexagon wrenches are nickel- and chrome-plated. They not only differ visually from 
normal makes but are totally rust-proof and exceptionally durable. 

back to top 

The automated PB tool manufacture.... 

• The use of PD special alloy demands considerable additional effort 
during production. Where other materials can be cold-processed without 
any problem, the PD steel requires hot-working or additional heat 
treatment, 

• The production of constantly precise dimensions and hardness of the 
tools also demands more effort 

• Even a relatively simple tool, such as a pin punch or a centre punch, undergoes approximately 20 separate 
production steps to become a PB quality tool. The tools are quality controlled many times during this process. 

• To keep costs low, the manufacture of PEI tools is automated as far as possible. The numerous technological 
alternatives these days (CAD, CNC,robots, laser) are not just catch words in the PD workshops but are actually put 
into use every day with the aim of achieving a uniform high quality at a reasonable price. 

buck to top 

Serial Numbers... 

• Since some years the PB tools are provided with a serial number. The number that 
is labeled with laser, allows to trace back all production steps of the tool pads until 
the raw material, — This Is a part of our Quality Management. 

back to top 

The PB heat treatment... 

• Essential element office PB quality is the regular, high hardness values of 
PB tools combined with exceptional toughness. 

• Beside the suitable raw material - the PB special alloy- the application of 
the correct heat treatment of the steel is a decisive factor. This determines 
if the material has been used to its best advantage and if a Uniform quality 
has been achieved. 

• Alloying and a satisfactory heat treatment has developed from decades of innumerable tests to produce perfect PB 
tools. 

• All PB tools pass through a fully automatic hardening plant, which, together with strict monitoring, guarantees the 
required PB quality. 

• All PB tools, from the bits to the chisels, are hardened over the whole length. The impact heads of striking tools are 
normalized by induction and are absolutely shatter-proof. A small bulge will only appear after long and intense 
application. 

hack to top 
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Warranty Form 

PO Swiss Tools - since 1078, operating as a family business. Today, our products are still entirely developed in Switzerland 
and produced with sustainability in mind. This results In hand tools of unsurpassed precision, toughness, and flexibility. 

Excelenttools for high-standard work. 

P8 Swiss Tools can also cater for individual client demands for special tools. Ask for our news and note the serial number for 
a timely unlimited warranty on your tools. 

Find out more aboutthe PB Swiss Tools commitment below. 

Search By Keyword 2.11 

SWISS TOOLS Work with the best. 

Hand Tool Catogories: 

ei 2010 KeyDisc Holder 
Home About Tools Quality News 

4.411'  eddot dtsign awatgi 

Contact Links 

Need o catalog? 
Order one here. 

About Count On Tools: 

Count On Tools has been an exclusive North American distributor of PB Swiss Tools since 1 991 

By maintaining and supporting a strong position in the hand tool industry, we have been able to offer customers the highest 
quality hand tools in the world with PB Swiss Tools. These PB Swiss Tools compliment any and all high tech environments 
requiring optimum performance from both their equipment and technicians. 

We support PB partners and customers all over the world. Working flexibly and quicklyto help them to find application-specific 

Click here to 	 and customer-specific solutions. In our relationship as a distributor of PB Swiss Tools, we strive to otter our customers an 

Slign up for 	 exceptional price to performance ratio. The superior quality tools can be purchased at the same affordable low prices as our 

exclusive 	 major competitor's brands. Why settle for less when you can buy stool you know you can rely on time and time again. 

email offers 

About PB Swiss Tools: 

P 

. 	0,0 1 01..,..OPP55 STiTPi: ,  o 

For more information about the PB Swiss Tools company, please visit www.pbswisstools.com . 
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ABOUT TESA PRODUCTS SERVICES NEWS CONTACT RETAILERS 

Catalog 

TECHNOLOGY 
Organization 

History 

Strategy 

WELCOME 
Into The World Of Quality 

More than 5000 precision measuring instruments and 
systems with the majority produced under the SWISS MADE 
Label. 

Browse our interactive 

catalog 

10 subsidiaries to support direct sales and provide technical 
assistance around the world. Flexible distribution network with 
more than 300 distributors and agents to deliver customer service. 

Want to know more ? Get into our website for full details 

News 
28,09.2011 
New brochure TESA 

Highlights 

TEM," 

Newsletter 
Sign up and receive our 
newsletter by e-mail 
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TECHNOLOGY 
History 

TES/ with the passing of the years or the histoty of a brand 
name, which has built up its reputation on excellence, 
innovation and know-how 

There are some brands that have a strong attraction power, 
and TESA is one of them. 

1941 — Foundation of TELEPHONIE SA, a subsidiary of 
AUTOFON AG specialised in the manufacture of dedicated 
components for telecommunication, w hich was housed in an old 
foundry located at Renens near Lausanne, Switzerland. In those 
early days, the closing of this affiliated company gave birth to a 
young one known as TESA since then. Being in the search for 
diversification, TESA invented the MINMETAUD as its first 
micrometer This attractive mechanical tool was to prove to be a 
true commercial success while, for the first time, closely 
associating the newly created Swiss brand with the Science of 
Metrology. 

Catalog 

News 
28,09.2011 
New brochure WSJ% 
Highlights 

About TESA 

Organization 

History 

Strategy 
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Newsletter 
Sign up and receive our 
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Vectec can provide a range of tank gauge systems from the humble 

dipstick to high accuracy. electronic fuel tank gauges. 

Two products of astioh we are pagientarly proud are the Capant and the 

FrAciAnks 	 SniAle lank gauges, detailed below. i3,41 U50 SASS made tire( union oasaum 

5001101 Liquid Storage Tanks intemal and External 	 measurement prer e • and can be used individually or in coniurirtion with each 

Manifolds 	 othes 

Electronic tank -tan:, 	is tilos 	o mot' or the fuel sled , 	tour fuel 
Opuvo.plariet 	 Iwo, accurately ol lio• 	or rernatoyvoi trie interne! 

•••••• 	Wm: The Low 	as acts 

The Emmen:sent Ageni •• :segment CS 07 pltres ol0110ilerrrenrr of companies to keep adequate records of fuel 

stric As and issues the :anode tank gouge (arm 	tb, 

Tis, high at•urgev, lank level Aensor -sigighs tire fuel in yew diesel tank sun mono per day It prriml0005 fuel stork 

and fuel consumption reports and sends alerts for low stork omitvia email or sins teat 

Eiectrenie Tank Level Saud., Fuel Level Gauges, Eitel Tan ,  Gaugps, lank gaucer, 1 ark 

ityoietti 

Contact Vectec Ltd 

tt 
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Other products and services from Vectec Ltd 

Maintenance St Fuel Storage and Fuel Dispensing Equipment 

It Is necessary to senate a fuel installation in the same way as it is neressaiy Is service a vehicle. Over the 

course of a •••••ii stregenerts on tool dispensers can fail, metels and gauges become inaccurate and SrDiii 

!eats son a:. a•i• pipe AA, systems. The cost of g !eat going unitisig rd can run to tens at thousaigis of 

pounds 	•san up cost, end tines are levied on offending companies. Vectec Ltd addresses these issues by 

undeitakinii a multi pag check Ogle whole 0101 instaliation 

Fuel Management Systems 

Vectec Fuel Management 2s-sterns secure a fuel dispenser against unauthorised use 'they control when 

and now rriush fuel , dispensed arid provide accurate records 00 150 fuel dispensed on your PC via the Internet 

The cost oi fuel and Ps usage is a significant overhead for any eiSMIlleiCial DI public transport pigargsalion Goad 

fuei management ran make a vitally important contribution to inc profitabilitp of noon urgunisatmorlu. 

Fu• 	- • Kaye Tank - above ground bunded fuel tank 

AC 	I 	:•ES • Enclosed bounded lank • Reduced maintenance cysts • •Nealiteiproot • Heeds only a suitable 

tool sit .  E Mg • Opeitrled progurt ran on recitosed from enclosed tumid • Cuinipilantwmtl I ontiol 

poliution cvi. Stoiage• (England) teoulations 2001 CAP(3) • Easily transportable • Space saving • Finished in 

(peen or blaek roll to:sista ot paint • (Slionts own initialise colours can be accommodated on request • 

:10 10 suit most sift. 
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ROEGER SA near Crissier (Lausanne), Svviterland, now into its third generation of dynamic and enthusiastic family 
management, has consistently set the pace in the fields of temperature and pressure measurement of high precision. 

RUEGER has specialized in the development and manufacture of temperature measurement instruments, particularly 
electrical temperature sensors, bimetallic and gas pressure thermometers since it was founded in Lausanne In 1942. Over 
the last 20 years the company has expanded its product range of multipoint sensors. 
RUEGER also offers a full range of gauges for measuring pressure and differential pressure for various industrial 
applications. 

In addition to being well established in Europe and Asia with a network of 3 subsidiaries (Germany, Malaysia and China), 
RUEGER works with more than 60 agents worldwide. 

It goes without saying that RUEGER is certified ISO 90012008 and otters Ex instruments adapted for hazardous 
environments. 

,REIEGER  
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OEM products 
With nearly 70 years at the forefront of temperature measurement, RUEGER has achieved tremendous know-how in the 
design and production of specific temperature sensors and thermometers to meet all customer requirements. 

With expertise in the mass production of mechanical and electrical products. RUEGER is a supplier of OEM products such 
as electronic thermostats, HVC sensors, valve thermometers, outdoor activity equipment, refrigeration gauges, etc. 

Send RUEGER your specific requirements and you will get the most suitable high quality product designed and 
manufactured to your requested specifications. 



Renewable Energy Systems: Prociucts Services Technical 	FAQ I inks Contact 

Home  < products  c Bi-directional Inverters [Inverter Chargers] 

50% Australian Government rebate  available on renewable energy systems 

Inverters 

Bi-directional Inverters (Inverter Chargers] 	 Intaractove Inverter  

12 Volt 	 24 Volt 	 40 Volt  

Xantrex OR Se 

Xantrex TR Inverter / Charger 
1500watt MSW 

Enquire about this product 

Studer Compact 	.ivave in Eerier; elforg,e" 

Quality Swiss made inverter chargers suitable for marine, vehicle, remote area and backup power 
applications. Features, high surge capacity sine wave inverter, four stage battery charger, complete internal 
protection (overload, overheat, short-circuit, reverse polarity) and adjustable threshold stand-by mode. 

Studer XP Compact 12V sine wave inverter charger 
11001A/145A 
Model no. XPC 1400-12 inverter 1100W continuous power, 1400W 
for 30 min, 3300W surge rating charger 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 45A Remote control option add 
$450.00; external battery temperature sense add $65.00 

Enquire about this product  

Studer Compact 12V sine wave inverter charger 
1300W/55A 
Model no. C 1600-12 inverter: 1300W continuous power, 1600W for 
30 min, 3900W surge rating charger: 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 45A Remote control option add 
$450.00, external battery temperature sense add $65.00 

Enquire about this product 

S. 	Comport to vertet 

S.E.A. XP Compact 12V 1100W inverter/charger 	 3 • 3( 
The XP Compact is a no fuss performer that is both flexible and 
simple to use Transfer between inverter mode and alternate AC 
supply fast, smooth and safe. Has a max charge current of 45A 
Continuous power (W) 1100 30 min rating (VV) 1400 Surge power 
(W) 3300 Battery draw S-By/ON (VV) 0.5/4 Weight (kg) 11.7 

Enquire about this product 

S.E.A. Compact 12V 1300W inverter/charger 
	

4,0) 
These units handle all the big jobs, from microwave ovens to 
washing machines Thin design incorporates fiat line eficiency 
technology for excellent efficiency and minimum battery draw, even 
with the smallest load Has a max charge current of 55A 
Continuous power (W) 1300 Surge power (W) 3500 Battery draw 5-
By/ON (VV) 0 6/6 Weight (kg) 17 

pr, eN 	 ■■ : 

Enquire about this product 

track to top ot page 

24 volt 

Xan trey DR Sertel 

Xantrex DR1524E 24V 1500W inverter/charger 
inverter rating: 1,500W continuous with a 4,500W surge rating. The 
three stage battery charger will provide 35A @ 24V. 

Enquire about this product  

Xantrex DR2424E 24V 2400W inverter/charger 
	

1,7E 
inverter rating: 2,400W continuous with an 61,000W surge rating. 
The three stage battery charger will provide 70A @ 24V. 

Enquire about this product 

Studer Compact sine wave inverier-eizargeis 

Quality Swiss made inverter chargers suitable for marine, vehicle, remote area and backup power 
applications. Features, high surge capacity sine wave inverter, four stage battery charger, complete internal 

• 

2,5f 

3,5( 

Eli-directional Inverters (Inverter Chargers] 

Plug into Nature with your Elemental Energy Source 



Planetary Power 2009 
Planetary Power - Renewable Energy Solutions 

P.O Box 198 Herberton 4887 North Queensland- Australia 
email, intogpl er.corn.att  web, www.plar 	 phone: 07 40 962 420 

Website by The Webmeister  W2007 

Eleetre ahoiit this product 
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Studer XP Coe ,ct 24V sine wave inverter charger 
1600W/37A 
	 2,7( 

1600W137A Model no. XPC 2200-24 inverter 1600W continuous 
power, 2200W for 30 min, 4800W surge rating charger 4 stage 
(boost, absorption, float, equalise) adjustable to 37A Remote 
control option add $450.00; external battery temperature sense add 
$65.00 

Enquire about this product 

Studer Compact 24V sine wave inverter charger 
2300W/55A 
	 3,9f 

Model no. C 2600-24 inverter: 2300W continuous power, 2600W for 
30 min, 6900W surge rating charger: 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 45A Remote control option add 
$450.00, external battery temperature sense add 865.00 

k 	 ,r 

Enquire about thisAr.L),(__Mcit  

S. E.A Compact Inverter 

S.E.A. XP Compact 24V 1600W inverterlcharger 
	

3,5) 
The XP Compact is a no fuss performer that is both flexible and 
simple to use. Transfer between inverter mode and alternate AC 
supply fast, smooth and safe. Has a was charge current of 37A 
Continuous power (W) 1600 30 min rating (VV) 2200 Surge power 
(VV) 4800 Battery draw S-By/ON (VV) 0.9/7.2 Weight (kg) 12.6 

Enouire about this product 

SEA. Compact 24V 2300W inverterIcharger 
	

5,0( 
These units handle all the big jobs, from microwave ovens to 
washing machines This design incorporates flat line efficiency 
technology for excellent efficiency and minimum battery draw, even 
with the smallest load. Has a max charge current of 45A 
Continuous power (W) 1100 30 min rating (/0)1400 Surge power 
(VV) 3300 Battery draw S-By/ON (VV) 0.6/4 

Eliquen.aport,(50.sorktrincl 

hack to top of parte 

48 volt 

S. 	Compact.  invertem 

S.E.A. Compact 48V 3.5kVV inverter/charger 
	

7,3f 

Enquire about this product  

Studer Compd.:1 sine ;verve i; 
	 gen- 

Quality Swiss made inverter chargers suitable for marine, vehicle, remote area and backup power 
applications. Features, high surge capacity sine wave inverter, four stage battery charger, complete internal 
protection (overload, overheat, short-circuit, reverse polarity) and adjustable threshold stand-by mode. 

Studer XP Compact 48V sine wave inverter charger 
1600W/20A 
Model no. XPC 2200-48 inverter 1600W continuous power, 2200W 
for 30 min, 4800W surge rating charger. 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 20A Remote control option add 
$450.00; external battery temperature sense add $65.00 

Enquire about this product  

Studer Compact 48V sine wave inverter charger 
3500W/50A 
Model no. C 4000-48 inverter. 3500W continuous power, 4000W for 
30 min, 10500W surge rating charger: 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 45A Remote control option add 
$450.00; external battery temperature sense add $65.00 

Enquire about this nreduCt 

Studer HP Compact 48V sine wave inverter charger 
5kVV/70A 
Model no HPC 6000-46 invertei. 5kW continuous power, 6kW for 
30 min, 15kW surge rating charger: 4 stage (boost, absorption, 
float, equalise) adjustable to 45A Remote control option add 
$450.00, external battery temperature sense add $65.00 

2,8f 

3,9f 

7,8( 

81-directional Inverters [Inverter Chargers] 
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As the Solar Caravan Lighting Kit plus a 275 Watt Pure Sinewave Power Inverter for Mains AC 

plug-in power. 

This complete solar kit is ideal for providing lighting and mains power in remote places where solar 

makes sense such as 

garden sheds, stable blocks, workshops, boats & caravans, 

or any situation where small amounts of power are required and mains electricity is not 

available, 

The (Swiss made) AC Power Inverter supplies a reliable mains power source for laptops and small 

appliances, The Studer PSVV 275Watt Inverter pure sinewave smooth current is much safer than 

other square or modified sine wave inverters which can damage sensitive equipment and do not 

recharge tool batteries efficiently. 

Kit requires a 12 V battery which is not included, Any 12 V leisure battery can be used. 

What's included in the kit: 

r BP Solar 50Wp module 

r Studer Al275 PSW Inverter 

r 3 s Tn-Like 8 W fluorescent light units 

r PRO-505 Solar Carge Controller with battery condition indicator and low voltage load 

disconnect 

r Panel Mounting Bracket (BPHV-1) for mounting module onto a roof or wall, 

r Fuses and cabling. 

LIKE 

Additional Details: Vat included, 
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U.S. TRADEMARK APPLICP " -ON NO. 77954696 - SWISS+TECH - IN ,"9US (#9 	Page 1 of 1 

To: 	InterDesign, Inc. (dphdocket@dpeterhochberg.com ) 

Subject: 	U.S. TRADEMARK APPLICATION NO. 77954696 - SWISS+TECH - 
1N4789US (#9 

Sent: 	12/5/2011 9:49:40 PM 

Sent As: 	ECOM113@USPTO.GOV  

Attachments: 

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING YOUR 
U.S. TRADEMARK APPLICATION 

USPTO OFFICE ACTION HAS ISSUED ON 12/5/2011 FOR 
SERIAL NO. 77954696 

Please follow the instructions below to continue the prosecution of your application: 

TO 	READ 	OFFICE 	ACTION: 	Click 	on 	this 	link 	or 	go 	to 
http://portal.uspto.gov/external/portal/tow  and enter the application serial number to access the 
Office action. 

PLEASE NOTE: The Office action may not be immediately available but will be viewable within 24 
hours of this e-mail notification. 

RESPONSE IS REQUIRED: You should carefully review the Office action to determine (1) how to 
respond; and (2) the applicable response time period. Your response deadline will be calculated 
from 12/5/2011 (or sooner if specified in the office action). 

Do NOT hit "Reply" to this e-mail notification, or otherwise attempt to e-mail your response, as 
the USPTO does NOT accept e-mailed responses. Instead, the USPTO recommends that you 
respond online using the Trademark Electronic Application System Response Form. 

HELP: For technical assistance in accessing the Office action, please e-mail 
TDR@uspto.gov . Please contact the assigned examining attorney with questions about the Office 
action. 

WARNING 

Failure to file the required response by the applicable deadline will result in the 
ABANDONMENT of your application. 
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